
Week Beginning 18.5.20   Literacy Planning  

Monday - Phonics 

WALT: Read and write new set 2 sounds/words 

Phonics – Set 2 Speed Sounds Rosie’s phonics  

Are there any words you are unsure of? You could try playing a game with 

Mummy/Daddy called ‘My pile/your pile’. You will need to write out the words on 

small pieces of paper. Put them all together in a pile then pick one at a time to 

read. Words you get right can go in your pile and any words you find difficult 

can go in Mummy’s/Daddy’s pile. By the end of the week hopefully your pile will 

be smaller!  

 

Tuesday - Literacy 

WALT: Use adjectives in a sentence  

Choose one of the pirate pictures, whichever one you like the look of! Can you 

describe the pirate you have chosen using adjectives. Eg. The pirate is wearing a 

long black coat. (see pictures below) If you like you could write some down.  

 

Wednesday – Literacy  

WALT: Understand the text by answering questions.  

 

Can you answer these questions before you listen to the story.   

Have you ever played pirates? 

Would you want to be a pirate? Why/why not? 

Do you like to go to the beach? Do you ever build sandcastles in the sand?  

 

Now listen to the story on youtube  

‘I want to be a pirate’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlzXiNlnArA 

familiarise yourself with the story.  

 

Thursday – Reading Comprehension  

WALT: Understand the text and begin to use inference.  

Can you listen to the story again and answer the following questions; You can 

either stop the story thoughout and answer the questions or answer the 

questions at the end of the story.  

 

Does Jeremy seem afraid of the pirates? Would you be afraid?  

Describe some of the pirates Jeremy meets. What do they look like? 

What things make Jeremy think he doesn’t want to be a pirate anymore?  

What pirate words does Jeremy learn?  

What does Jeremy like about dinner on the pirate ship? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlzXiNlnArA


Jeremy is pretending to have an adventure with a pirate.  

What sort of adventures do you have?  

What do you like to pretend to be?  

 

Numeracy Planning – Week beginning 18.5.20  

Monday 

WALT: Number and place value  

Play a game called Rally Robin with Mummy/Daddy/Sibling. You might remember 

it from class. Counting to 20 one person says no. 1 then the next person says 2 

then it swaps back to you and you say 3 etc… 

Spot the Mistake! 

Count back from 20. This needs an adult to begin this game! Make deliberate 

errors while counting up and down. Ask your child to listen and spot where 

Mummy/Daddy goes wrong!  

 

Tuesday 

Number sequencing (place value)  

Rally robin numbers to 20! 

Play spot the mistake again but this time your child has to write down the 

numbers that are mistakes.  

 

Wednesday 

Rally robin numbers to 20 counting backwards today! 

Build a teen tower using any mathematical equipment. How many objects in your 

tower? What is 1 less/1 more? How do you know? Mummy/Daddy can you make a 

tower? How many does Mummy/Daddy have? Make the number which is 1 more/1 

less than theirs.  

 

Thursday  

Rally robin numbers to 20 counting backwards! Write some number sequences 

that are in the wrong order. Can your child work out the mistakes eg.    eg. 12, 

13, 41, 15, 16             eg. 18, 17, 16, 14, 15 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 4 pirate pictures 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 


